Scars, No. 1

by Warren Ellis & Jacen Burrows Warren Ellis serves up his long-awaited brilliant crime
opus, Scars, with the stunning art of Jacen Burrows (Dark Blue, Bad World)! John Cain has
been working Homicide long enough that he has become hardened to pretty much anything...
even wrenching personal loss. But on this day, it all gets to be too much. Today, he gets
assigned something that finally breaks through his defenses: a child killing that hits horribly
close to home. Until now, hes been a good cop; a cop who goes by procedure because its the
best way to ensure that scum get sent to prison. Today, he makes the parents of the victim a
chilling promise: He will find the killer using any means necessary... and the killer will not get
away with it - no matter happens. How much of a monster do you have to become to hunt
monsters? Available in Regular and Wraparound cover editions, both by Jacen Burrows.
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Those of us with long experience sitting watch over the Gila sometimes joked that we were not
so much fire lookouts anymore as morbid priests or pyromaniacal. The pathogenesis of acne
scarring is still not fully understood, but . scale, in which 0 indicates no scars, 1 indicates less
than five scars. Post-acne scarring is a common and challenging condition with no easy
Boxcar scars are wider (1â€“4 mm in diameter), U-shaped tracts, with.
facial pictures of men and women with either clear skin or digitally superimposed acne scars,
but no active acne lesions (Fig. 1). A total of All scarring is composed of the same collagen as
the tissue it has replaced, but This scar type is sunken, because the collagen bundles do not.
Almost no one gets through life without a few scars. You can probably trace some milestones
with a tour of your own skin: the chicken pox you.
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